
Hello Everyone! 

Thank you for purchasing this eBook! I’m sure you will be extremely happy about 

your purchase, as you should have NO problem making your money back in just 

one day. I myself have purchased nearly every eBook out there on HF, and I get 

extremely frustrated by how much work they take for such little payout.  

 

- eBay account 

- PayPal account (could possibly do it without, just much easier to have one) 

- Account on these two sites: ioffer.com & eforchina.com 

(IMPORTANT: IF YOU HAVE AN EBAY ACCOUNT ALREADY WITH SOME DECENT 

REP, GREAT, USE IT. I DID NOT HOWEVER AND THE FIRST 2-3 SALES CAN BE 

DIFFICULT. THERE ARE FEEDBACK EXCHANGES ON HACKFORUMS WHERE YOU 

CAN TRADE FEEDBACK HOWEVER MANY TIMES YOU WANT TO LOOK MORE 

TRUSTWORTHY. I HAD NO PROBLEMS MYSELF BECAUSE I JUST SAID IN MY ITEM 

DESCRIPTIONS THAT I ALWAYS USED MY PARENTS ACCOUNT AND THAT I JUST 

MADE MY OWN EBAY ACOUNT.) 

 

Basically what we are going to be doing is buying some items off this website and 

selling them on eBay. A popular thing a lot of people are doing is selling the fake 

Beats by Dre from this site and selling them on eBay. This method works, but only 

for so long. eBay is now littered with 95% fake Beats and buyers aren’t stupid. Your 

luck eventually runs out and you’ll get someone who sees their fake and opens a 



scam report and gets their money back. Also, buyers will see that on your account 

and won’t buy from you. This method is 100% safe and legitimate, so you have 

nothing to hide in your ads. 

The item(s) we are going to look at today are some workout items. The best ones I 

have used so far are: 

- Shaun T's FOCUS T25 + Resistance Band (Complete Set) 

- P90x DVD Sets and equipment 

(There are lots of other items you can sell on here, please explore and do what you like) 

Search for these items on ioffer.com and basically pick a few. I know for Shaun T’s 

workout set they sell for $20-$30 on ioffer.com, but go for well over $100 on eBay. 

It will vary based every sale. Sellers on ioffer.com are trustworthy and it isn’t like 

eBay. If you want to feel extra safe, most items have a review section where 

people have put what they thought about the item. For this particular instance, 

avoid any items where people say they had shipping problems because that could 

mess things up. I haven’t experienced this myself, but it is a rare possibility. 

Look around and you’ll probably be overwhelmed with the numerous pages you’ll 

come across. Pick a few and contact the seller. Tell them that you’re not at your 

current PayPal address and you need it shipped to your dorm at college or 

something. To be honest, these sellers are the most Chinese people that exist, so 

communicating can be difficult. Some sellers will instantly see “ship different 

address” and say “sorry paypal address only.” Move on and find someone that will 

ship to a specific address, there are plenty I promise. I actually found a couple 

American sellers which is great because that means fast shipping. 

Now that you’ve found a few options that you can depend on, head on over to 

eBay. Depending on what workout item you chose, they sell for different amounts. 

Look at the normal prices and start bidding at about half of that (if you see they 

are going for $80-$85 start bidding at $50, that way you get lots of watchers, the 

price will go up as time runs out). I normally do free shipping but if you want to 

sneak in a few extra dollars go ahead. I set the auction timer to 3 days because you 



never know how long your ioffer.com seller will have stock. Some days you’ll find 7 

pages of workout stuff and some days you’ll find a half a page.  

Once the auction runs out and you get paid, head on over to ioffer.com and 

purchase the item and buy the item you picked out. Then make sure to message 

the seller afterwards right away telling them the address to mail it to (the address 

of your eBay buyer). Then you’re done! If you want you can have the item shipped 

to you first and then ship it to your eBay buyer, but that’s just a shipping cost you 

could avoid. If you see the shipping will take quite a while, it doesn’t hurt to 

message your eBay buyer and tell them shipping could take 15-25 days in the most 

extreme case just so they don’t worry. 

 

This method is pretty similar to the last one, just cheaper items but much more 

massive sales. This site requires an account to see some of their best items. Now 

this site actually has tons of stuff that are profitable. I’m just going to show you 

one for an easy example, but please find 10-15 that you see are profitable and use 

them. People make a LIVING off of this type of thing. 

Once you’re all signed up you can search on the site and find various cables such 

as: 

3.5mm Gold Plated Elbow to Straight jack Earphone Cable for Monster Beats by 

Dr. Dre 

You can make an ad on eBay just like before but increase your stock to whatever 

number you’d like so you’re not wasting your time continuously putting up ads 

over and over. Now things like these go for around $2 on eForChina.com, but sell 

on eBay for around $12. Only $10 profit, but you can sell these like candy. There 

are hundreds of items like these on eForChina.com that you can make $10-$30 

profit on. Yeah, it is a lot smaller, but you can sell massive amounts of them. This 

site also has several other items that you could make larger profits on, I just 



haven’t messed with them myself (could be a potential update once I look into it 

more). 

Anyways, follow the same technique as before with ioffer.com. Once an eBay 

buyer buys something you’re selling, do the “Checkout with specific address” on 

eForChina.com and put in the buyer’s address.  

Some other items you can put up on eBay to make $10-$20 on, but sell lots and 

lots every day: 

iPhone cables and accessories (iPhone 5 cables work really well), other phone 

accessories, GPS accessories, and a lot of other small electronic items 

 

Sometimes you’ll get messages from people asking if your items are legitimate or 

fake, I normally just ignore them. You can respond and say yes if you want, but 

your items are going to sell anyways so I just don’t waste my time. It depends on 

the items you’re selling. If it isn’t a Chinese knock-off, feel free to tell them it isn’t.  

Thanks for purchasing this eBook everyone. These two methods have limitless 

potential, and the more items you put up the more you’ll sell. I go weeks of 

eBay’ing real hard, and then take a few weeks off. When you start posting heavily 

you can make an easy $300+ a day. There WILL be future free updates for this 

eBook coming soon, as I find more and more backdoor sites with items to sell 

every day. Do me a favor and post in the thread with your earnings to keep it going 

as it boosts my sales. Do NOT leak this method to anyone or a scam report method 

will be opened and you will be denied any updates to this eBook. Plus, you’d make 

me really sad. This method cannot be saturated no matter what and it is only 

rising. The market is huge, and so is the potential. Enjoy everyone! 


